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hyhy: hyhyhyh
Restaurant
of the week: Spielburger

Hang the stars and stripes in Heath St
Joseph Connolly goes in search of a simple American burger at a new joint in Hampstead named after film director Steven Spielberg

Y

ou have to hand it to
America …! Well … you
don’t, actually – but in
terms of commitment
to their traditions, they
do leave us standing. In the
States, the Stars & Stripes is
everywhere. Here, the Union Flag
ﬂies atop a few parliamentary
buildings and in Carnaby Street,
as a decorative 1960s throwback
(while the Cross of St George is
conﬁned to white vans and acting
as an impromptu cloak for
incoherent fans of ‘the beautiful
game’). When the Pledge of
Allegiance is quoted, all
Americans of all ages and
persuasions leap to their feet and
place their hand upon their
heart. On the rare occasions
when the national anthem is
played in Blighty, people
scramble for the exit. American
people glory in American cars,
clothes, television, ﬁlms and
cowboys. Such jingoism knows
no bounds: the great majority
does not possess a passport, there
exists no language other than
what they are pleased to call
English, while foreign culture is
not just invisible, but a
contradiction in terms. Okay –
it’s extreme, but we could do with
a little bit more of it.
The other week I was
privileged to be invited to the
ﬁrst night of a new production
of West Side Story at the Central
School of Drama in Swiss
Cottage. And very ﬁne it was –
but alas, the planned run was
only for a week, and so now is
history. One of the things that
struck me about this 1957 musical
was the way the Jets and Sharks
were dressed: scruffy Levi’s,
t-shirts, v-necks, baseball jackets
and Converse sneakers. Just
like … today. A lot of American
kids (and British ones) dress
like early Elvis and James Dean
– but what has become of our
Teddy Boys, mods, skinheads
and punks? America observes
every one of its traditional
holidays and children are still
taught to reel off all the states
and their capitals, as well as all
the presidents. Here …?
I think not. Few could
tell you the date of
St George’s Day, let
alone would think of
celebrating it (it is,
for the record, 23rd
April, the date also of
Shakespeare’s birth and
death … enough cause
for notice, wouldn’t you
think?).
And so to America’s
greatest and most lasting
innovation, which
continues to spread
happiness throughout
the world: the hamburger.
And I mean ‘the humble
hamburger’, as it
is often described
– not all the soupedup, tweaked and
fashionably blingy

variations. And no
one has taken this
misguided concept
more to heart than a
chef called Chris Large,
who clearly has devoted
a great deal of time
and mistaken effort
into making sure that
his surname translates
to the eventual bill.
Chris will come to
your home (if you are
mad) and create for you
the ‘Glamburger’, the
ingredients of which
will make you sick.
Either literally, because
of its ludicrous richness,
or else metaphorically –
due to such conspicuous
excess. The burger
itself is Kobe Wagyu,
naturally, together with
New Zealand venison
and black trufﬂe brie.
Already too much, you
think? Chris, he’s barely
got going. The patty is seasoned
with Himalayan salt (!), and
on top of it there is a lobster
poached in Iranian saffron (for
in what else on earth could one
possibly poach a lobster?). And
there is bacon (coated in maple
syrup, I gag to tell you) as well
as a hickory-smoked duck egg.
Oh – did I mention the obligatory
Beluga caviar? The white trufﬂe?
Good God – all he has omitted
to do is cover it all in gold leaf
… except that he hasn’t omitted
it, actually: the whole thing
eighteen-caratly glistens. It costs
£1100. And I just don’t know what
more there is to say about that.
But back to sanity: as I
have written here before, I
am constantly in quest of the
great and simple burger, as
effortlessly served in the USA.
Very occasionally, I hit upon
it … usually I do not. And now
in Hampstead Village there is
a newish outlet that is selling
pretty much nothing but:
Spielburger, in Heath Street (the
punning title offering obeisance
to the great ﬁlm director – a
god in America, along with
Walt Disney). It is hard by
the Everyman on the site of
Bacchus, a Greek eatery that
was there for a million years,
and I never got round to.
The smallish interior is a
pleasing blend of brick
walls and hard ﬂoor
distressed to
the point of
crumbling

FACTFILE
Spielburger, 37 Heath Street NW3.
Tel 020 3145 0535
Open Mon-Sat 12 – 11.30pm. Sun
12 – 10.30pm.
■ FOOD ✩✩✩
■ SERVICE ✩✩
■ THE FEELING
✩✩
■ COST Very reasonable, for a
quality product. More than horrible McDonalds, less than fabulous
Byron.
Joseph Connolly’s new novel,
STYLE, is published by Quercus in
hardback and ebook. All previous
restaurant reviews may be viewed
on the website josephconnolly.
co.uk

dilapidation, very spruce red
quilted leather banquettes and a
grafﬁti-like mural depicting the
Apple logo in rainbow colours
surmounted by the tagline
‘Heath Street Records’
… which no, I don’t
understand either.
The menu is a
small brown card
comprising just
nine burgers,
including
variations
such as
chicken and
halloumi, with
optional topups and sides.
On the dull
copper table is
Heinz ketchup
and Hellman’s
mayonnaise (of
course) as
well as
Coney
Island
Hot
Dog

Mustard (though hot dogs
ain’t on the menu). No American
beer, not even a Bud: just a couple
from Camden Brewery – of which
my wife chose Gentleman’s Wit
(which is more than she ever
gets at home). This
is a wheat beer
which, the
bottle tells
us, was
invented
by
Earl

Grey before he got around to tea:
anyway, much enjoyed. With this
she ate an enormous ‘pulling
pork’ burger with jerk sauce and
slaw, while I had a ‘house’ (beef)
burger with extras of bacon
and cheddar. Napkins come in
the form of a kitchen roll, forks
arrive in an old Campbell’s soup
can, and the friendly waitress
was wearing a Marvel Comics
t-shirt. So I sort of had to have a
Coke, really – although wine is
available at an amazing £15 the
bottle: unmatched in Hampstead,
I should think. The pork my
wife thought “a bit clothy”, but
ﬂavoursome, the hand-cut chips
were skinny fries and rather good
… while the burger was actually
pretty ﬁne: a thick, pink and
juicy patty in a decent brioche
bun. No puddings … maybe why
in ﬁlms Americans are forever
suggesting to ‘go get ice cream’.
The easy friendliness
here extends to the
bill: just tell them
to hold the gold
leaf, and not to
trouble with the
Iranian saffron.

